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MOBILE SYSTEM
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
The following operating instructions form part of the mobile users training.
No individual should be operating the mobile system without firstly attending
this training course. All operators should be aware of the person, within their
organisation, who is responsible for the system and how to contact them.
1. Always be aware of the load and dimension limitations of each shelf and the
maximum permissible bay load.
2. There is a push pull hand wheel lock in the centre boss of each hand wheel. Push
in to lock and pull out to unlock. At rest, all locks must be engaged and this should
be checked when approaching the installation.
3. The principle of the mobile system is that the mobile units are moved from right to
left to create a walkway to access the shelving units. Any open walkway into the
system must be checked for occupants prior to moving any mobile unit.
4. Once the operator is satisfied that there are no obstructions of any type within the
mobile system, the lock on the mobile unit that is required to be moved can be
released, by pulling the centre boss outward. The hand wheel can then be rotated
to move the unit in the required direction. Avoid any rapid acceleration or
deceleration. When the operation is complete the hand wheel lock must be
engaged by pushing the centre hand wheel boss inward so that again the system is
at rest and all locks are engaged.
5. This procedure can be repeated until the desired opening is achieved.
6. Only move one mobile unit at a time. One handwheel should not be used
to move more than one unit (This could damage the drive chain).
7. Do not over load shelves or bays.
8. Do not store contents greater then shelf depth.
9. Do not store anything on top of the bay.
10. Do not use excessive force on the hand wheel, if the unit does not move easily
then there will be a reason for this that will need immediate investigation.
11. Always be vigilant during use. Always check for debris or items left on the floor
and tacks. Always observe the Good House Keeping rules.
12. Report immediately anything out of the ordinary to your supervisor.
13. If in doubt contact sales@lionsteel.co.uk
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GOOD HOUSE KEEPING
Day to day use – It’s important to remember that the wheels of the
mobile units run on tracks and that any obstruction on the track will
cause either increased effort or prevent the unit moving altogether. The
content stored has a great bearing on potential debris problems so
procedures need to be put in place with this in mind. Loose folder
binders, paper clips and general contents are commonly found between
open units and, if left, can become trapped under the units.
First rule of good housekeeping is therefore to remove anything that falls
to or drops on to the floor as soon as possible.
Cleaning – The frequency and depth of cleaning is dependent on the
frequency of use and/or content. General guide line are:• When vacuuming ensure that the inside of the tracks are clear. It may
be necessary to pick up metallic objects too heavy to be vacuumed up
with a magnet.
• Never use an oil based or wax cleaner on the track. The constant
wear caused by the wheels running on the tracks generally keep these
track clean.
• Never soak the floor with water when cleaning. This will encourage
rust on the track surfaces and soak into the floor edges causing
bloating. At most, clean floor surface with a damp cloth. Soak up
spillages immediately.
• Always remove debris as and when noticed.
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